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1. Productive skill in speaking (News item)
2. Productive skill in writing (News item)
3. Productive skill in speaking (Story)
4. Productive skill in writing (Story)
5. Rectification of errors

COMMUNICATIVE ABILITY IN SPEAKING

1. Heading
2. Illustration of sentences
Good morning, Welcome to the news bulletin.
The Headlines.

Exciting eclipse has occurred yesterday morning. The diamond ring, one of the most spectacular events took place exactly at 8.31 a.m. U.N. Summit held yesterday. Clinton and Yelstin have reached agreement on Bosnia. 30 LTTE men were killed in Jaffna. North east monsoon has set in.

The news in detail

The much awaited rare phenomenon eclipse, which gives wealth of data has at last occurred yesterday morning. No doubt, it was a day of triumph for science. All over India men, women and children witnessed the celestial event. The sky remained crystal clear. The eclipse has enlightened our scientists with much latest informations about the relationship between the sun and the earth. It was an exciting experience and the total eclipse was held exactly at 8.31 am. The diamond ring was one of the most spectacular events. About 10 lakh pilgrims took a special holy dip in the river Brahmma Sarovar.

Now, the world news.

The United Nations summit was held yesterday. The talk between the Prime Minister and the foreign dignitaries was held successfully. It was held in a purposive manner on the bilateral diplomacy between the countries. The Prime Minister also held talk with the three Presidents Russia, China and France. All the world leaders have criticised the tension prevailing over the gulf countries. They have expressed their desire to revamp the security council in order to maintain the international place on security.
In another meeting held yesterday, the American President Bill Clinton and his Russian counterpart have reached an agreement on Bosnia.

And now the local news.

In the political development the Bharathiya Janatha Party and the Samajwatha Party have expressed their readiness to form Government in Uttarpradesh. In a fierce fight with the Government troop, 30 LTTE men were killed in Jaffna, yesterday.

Monsoon sent in.

North East monsoon has set in which is very active over the wast of Madras, Cuddalore and Vellore and these coastal cities have received 4 cm rainfall.

Now the sports news.

In the nailbiting match yesterday Karnataka stormed into semifinals. It has defeated Uttarpradesh. Karnataka has secured another 3 points in the medal tally.

Now the weather report.

Rain or thundershowers may occur over Pondicherry coastal Andrapradesh, Kerala and Lakshwadeep.

Heavy rainfall warning.

Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry may have heavy rain for the next 48 hours. The fishermen are warned not to venture into the sea for the next 48 hours. That's all for the news. Have a nice day.
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The eclipse is giving wealth of data. The weather is froscotting a drip of Science. Men, women and witness the grant cestal event. The sun on exsiting experience. Total eclipse at 8.30 a.m. The demandning one of the most spectale event. Ten lakh take holy dip in Bramma Sarvs.

VN Smit PM talkh with foreign dignitors purposive bilate diplomoshy. The meetings with the three Presidents Russia, Seena, France. The world leaders kritis revamp seriti for maintain international peace and secrity.

NE monsoon sets in. Overvast Madras, Cuddalore, Vellore receive from 4 faingfall. BB Karnataka stroms into semifinals. It defeats Uttarpradesh.

WFC-rain or thundersores- the wastal TN Pondicherry-AP, coastal fell warning frome one or two places.
Eclipses give a wealth of data. It is useful for weather forecasting. The day of eclipse proved to be a day of triumph for science. The man, woman, and children witnessed the grand celestial event.

The sky remained crystal clear and the sun was completely hidden by the shadow and the sun had its complete relationship with the earth.

It was an exciting experience. The total eclipse was completely seen at 8.31 a.m and the diamond ring came out splendidly. It was one of the most spectacular events that our country has ever witnessed. About 10 lakh people took a holy dip in Brahmaputra.

WORLD NEWS

The 20th summit was held yesterday.

Our PM held talks with foreign dignitaries. The purpose was bilateral diplomacy. He also held meetings with the three presidents of Russia, China, and France. Other world leaders criticized the Security Council for not showing its ability in maintaining international peace.
The Eclipse gives wealth of data are the weather forecasting in a day of triumph for science. The man, the woman and children witness the grand celestial event of The sky remains crystal clear of a sun are earth relationship is an exciting experience. Total eclipse at 8.31 a.m. a Diamond ring are one off the most spectacular event. The 10 lakh take holy dip in Brahma Sarovar.

U.N. summit a talk with foreign dignitaries Purposive bilateral diplomacy a meeting with the three President Russia china and France world leaders an a criticise are a Revamp Security Council for maintaining international Peace and security.
This is a story of a clever oldman. A king of a country was driving through a particular street of a town. While he was riding he saw an oldman who was working in the field. The King was astonished to see an old man working in the field. He wanted to talk to the old man. He went and asked the oldman how he was able to work in the field. The old man told that he was very interested in cultivating the plants and also he was interested in the field activities. The oldman told the Kind that he had a very big fruit tree and also trees which were of great commercial value. And finally the King was very happy to know about the enthusiasm and the interest which the old man had. He immdiately gave gold coins as a gift to that old man.
Once the King round the village in heavy security. He saw gardens and others. On the a old man planting trees and he is very joyful. The king notice that and he asked the old man. You are an old but you plants the trees. why, The man said thee King said that this mango trees are planted my grandpa and others. Now I am planted the trees to son and childrens also. The Kind exclaimed and he gave some gold coins to the oldman.
In this modern world marked by hurry and bustle, we are not even interested in saving for our future. But this story tells us that we should care for our future generations and should save our resources and should make this world a better place to live.

Once there lived a king who was very much interested in the welfare of his subjects. He used to go around the city often to know about the problems of his citizens.

In the countryside, he noticed an old man planting a mango sapling. He was surprised to see the old man at his ripe old age planting a sapling which would be worthy for him.

The old man said, 'So he got down from his horse and went to the old man and asked him why he was doing so.

The old man replied him that he was not planting the tree for his own purpose but he too can could save something for his future generations and if our ancestors had thought so then we might not be enjoying this comfort today.'
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(3) Poor
Here is a news for you, The total eclipse was a great triumph for science. Eclipse gives wealth of data. It helps in weather forecasting. Men women and children witnessed the grand celestial day. The sky remained crystal clear. Eclipse helps in understanding the relationship between sun and earth. It was an exciting experience. The total eclipse occurred at 8:31 am. The diamond ring at harbour was one of the most spectacular events for the day. 10 lakh of masses took a holy dip in Brahma Sarovar.
Communicative ability of speaking - Heading

'THE KING THE CLEVER OLD MAN'
'THE KING AND THE WISE MAN'
'HARDWORK NEVER FAILS'
'PRESERVATION OF ENVIRONMENT'
'AFFORESTATION AND DEFORESTATION'
'FOREST ARE OUR NATIONAL WEALTH'

Communicative ability of speaking - subheadings in the news item.

News in detail
Parliament News
Foreign News
Weather Forecast
Heavy Rainfall Warning

Communicative ability of speaking - sentences taken from the test - news item and story telling.

'Good morning, Welcome to the news bulletin'

'And now we shall move on to the sports item'

'This story tells us that we should care for our future generations and should protect our natural resources and make this world a better place to live.'
"Your majesty, it is not just for me".

"It was a day of triumph for scientists not only in India but all over the world".

"Men, Women and children witnessed the grand celestial event which was a grand gift of India".

"Karnataka defeated Uttar Pradesh and stormed into semifinals with 18 points lead".

"I am tasting the sweetness of the fruits, Simultaneously I am planting these trees for the Sake of my future generation".

"The King was very much moved and he rewarded the old man by giving him hundred gold coins".

"In a fierce fight with the military forces, 30 LTTE men were killed in Jaffna."